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INEQUALITIES ASSOCIATED WITH REGULAR AND SINGULAR

PROBLEMS IN THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS

BY

J. S. BRADLEY AND W. N. EVERITT

ABSTRACT.    An inequality of the form J^[p|/'|2 + <?|/|2] > M0/^|/|2   (/ « D)

is established, where  p  and  q  are real-valued coefficient functions and  f is

a complex-valued function in a set  D  so chosen that both sides of the inequal-

ity are finite.   The interval of integration is of the form  -oo<a<6<oo.   The

inequality is first established for functions in the domain of an operator in the
2

Hubert function space   L  (a, b) that is associated with the differential equation

-(py1)' + qy = Ay, and the number p^ in the inequality is the smallest number

in the spectrum of this operator.   An approximation theorem is given that allows

the inequality to be established for the larger set of functions  D-   An extension

of some classical results from the calculus of variations and some spectral

theory is then used to give necessary and sufficient conditions for equality and

to show that the constant  (i. is best possible.   Certain consequences of these

conclusions are also discussed.

1.   Introduction.   We are concerned with inequalities of the form

(1.1) /^/'!2 + ?l/l2]>p0J>|2      tfeDX

where  p  and  q   ate real-valued coefficients, with p(x) > 0, p.  is a real number,

and / is a complex-valued function in a set D  so chosen that both sides of

(1.1) are finite.   The interval of integration is of the form — oo < a < b < oo; when

b < oo we shall say the problem is  regular and when  b = oo  that the problem is

singular.

Inequalities of the form (1.1) arise in the calculus of variations from the

problem of minimizing a functional   f [p\f |    + q\f\  ]  in certain classes of func-

tions which also satisfy the normalization condition /  \f\    = 1.   The Euler

equation for such a problem is

(1.2) M[y] = Ay,

where A is a parameter and M[-]  is the second-order linear differential expres-

sion given by
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(1-3) M[y] = -(py')'+qy    on [a, b).

Inequalities of the form (1.1) are sometimes established for functions satisfying

certain boundary conditions, as in the work of Putnam [15]; however, we shall be

concerned with the free end point problem in that we impose no boundary conditions

on the functions for which (1.1) is proved.   For a discussion of the relation be-

tween calculus of variations and equation (1.2) the reader is referred to the book

by Bliss [2], or that by Weinstock [18]; for a discussion of free end point problems

see Bliss [2] or Akhiezer [l].

We shall make considerable use of the Dirichlet formula for the differential

expression M

(1.4) J>i/T + *i/i2j - \pjnba + />[/]

and while this result always holds in the regular case it may or may not hold in

the singular case.   In the latter case we quote results from [6], [7] and [8] which

enable us to make use of (1.4) in the singular case also.

The spectral theory of equation (1.2) plays an important part in these prob-

lems and, indeed, the real number p0 in (1.1) is determined by the requirement

that it should be the minimum point in the spectrum of certain differential opera-

tors generated by (1.3) in the Hilbert function space L  (a, b). This was recognized

early  in the development of the theory of the  calculus of variations;  see in par-

ticular the memoir by Lichtenstein [13] and the classic account to be found in the

Methoden of Courant  and  Hilbert [5], especially  Volume I, Chapter 6.   However,

these results are mostly concerned with the regular case, although some discussion

of special singular problems is found in Chapter 6, §§2.5, 5 and 7.10 of Courant

and Hilbert.

In the singular case the outstanding contribution was made by Putnam; see

[15].   Some of our results have a connection with the conclusions reached by

Putnam although we work with a more general differential expression and our

results are not contained in the theorems of [15].   We shall make reference to the

results in [15] elsewhere in this paper.

In addition to these important references, mention should be made of the

chapter on the calculus of variations in the book Inequalities by Hardy, Little-

wood, and Pólya [ll].   There is an illuminating discussion on the role of the

calculus of variations in proving integrodifferential inequalities given in §§7.1

and 7.2 of that work; however, the discussion is restricted to particular inequal-

ities and where inequalities of the form (1.1) appear the spectral theory of the

problem is not specifically considered in the analysis.
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We have stated in Theorem 1 a result for the regular case under general con-

ditions on the coefficients  p  and  q.   While  the regular problem is classic (see

for example Chapter V of the text by Reid [16]) we have not been able to find any

definite reference to this result in the literature, particularly to the case where q need

not be bounded below.   However, the proof of this result is subsumed into that

for the singular case except for a discussion of one or two points of special

interest.

We outline the contents of the paper.   In the next section we give the con-

ditions to be satisfied by the coefficients p and a in (1-3), define the set D

fot which inequality (1.1) will be valid and then state two theorems to cover re-

sults in the regular and singular cases.   §3 contains an approximation theorem

needed in the proof of Theorem 2, and §4 contains some variational results.   The

proof of Theorem 2 is then given in §5, and §6 contains some observations on

modifications needed in the proof of Theorem 1 as well as some consequences of

this theorem relating to the ordering of eigenvalues of various operators defined

by equation (1.2).

Acknowledgement.   J. S. Bradley wishes to thank the University of Dundee

for some financial support during the academic year 1971—1972 spent in Dundee.

The authors also wish to thank Professor W. T. Reid for his assistance in point-

ing out some related work in the literature.

2.   Statement of results.   In the regular case we shall be concerned with the

compact interval [a, b] and in the singular case with the half-line [a, oo).

If / is any interval of the real line  R  then L     (/) denotes the collection

of all complex-valued, Lebesgue measurable functions on / which are integrable-

square on every compact subinterval of /.   Also, AC.   (/) represents the collec-

tion of all complex-valued functions on /  which are absolutely continuous on all

compact subintervals of /.

The basic conditions required on the real-valued coefficients p  and q are:

(1) Regular case.

(2.1) (i)   p  is absolutely continuous on  [a, b], p'  £ L2(a, b) and p(x) >0

on  [a, b], (ii) q £ L  (a, b).

(2) Singular case.

(2.2) (i)   p  is  in AC¡oc[a, oo), p'  is in L2   [a, oo),p(x) > 0 072 [a, 00), (ii) q

is in L2   [a, 00).
1 oc

The reason for requiring p' and a to be  integrable-square (locally in the

singular case) is commented upon in the proof of Theorem 3 below.

We define the following linear manifolds of the Hilbert function spaces

L (a, b) or L (a, 00) (recall that M is the differential expression defined by

(1.3)):
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(1)   Regular case.

(i)  / £ A = Aip, q) if f  is absolutely continuous on [a, b] and M[f] £

L2(a, b) inote that A C L2(a, b)),

(ii)  / £ ®(a, ß) C A, where a, ß £ [0, n), if f £ A and fia) cos a+ f\a)

• sin a= 0 = /(¿) cos ß + /'(è) sin ß,

(iii)  f £ D = Dip, q)  if f is absolutely continuous on [a, b] and f'  £ L\a, b)

inote that f £ D  implies that pVlf,  \q\VA £ L2ia, b)\

(2)   Singular case,

(i)  f £ A = A(p, q)  if f £ L2(a, <*>), /'  is in AC^a, «,) and M[f] £ L2ia, °°),

(ii)  / eî)(a) C A, where a e [0, 77) if f £ A and fia) cos a+ f'ia) sin a= 0,

(iii)  / £ D = Dip, q) if f £ L2ia, ex,), / is m AC{J.a, oc), pÁf, \q\v> f e

L2ia, ~).

Finally,, we define the following linear, unbounded differential operators in

L2ia, b) or L2ia, <*>):

(1) Regular case.   For each a, ß £ [0, n) define   Tia, ß): íD(a, ß) — L2ia, b)

by Tia,ß)f = M[f], /eíD(o, ß).

(2) Singular case.   For each a e [0, n) define  Tia): ®(a) —> L2ia, 00)  by  Tia)f

= M[f], I £ 2)(a).
The differential operator T(a, ß) is selfadjoint in L ia, b) and has a dis-

crete, simple spectrum.   For this result see Naimark [14, §19.4].   It is also the

case that  T(a, ß)  is bounded below in L  ia, b) even-though when (ii) of (2.1)

is assumed  q need not be bounded below on [a, b\; essentially, this result may

be drawn from the book by Glazman [10, §27, Theorems 2 and 3].   For an alter-

native proof see the theorem in [9] where an estimate of the lower bound of

T(a, ß)  is given in terms of the norm of q.   Both of these proofs are given for the

singular case  but may be  adapted for the regular case.   If now we denote by

AQ(a,/3) the smallest eigenvalue of T(a, ß) we obtain the inequality

(2-3) (T(a,ß)f,f)>\Q(a,ß)(f,f)       (f £ S(a, ß)),

where (•, •)  is the inner product in L  (a, b).   For a proof of this inequality see

the book by Glazman [l0, p. 15].

In the singular case we need additional conditions on the coefficients p

and q in order to secure  T(a) as a selfadjoint operator with a spectrum that is

bounded below.   We shall discuss the problem under two distinct conditions as

follows:

(2.4)(a)   The bound condition.   There is a real number d such that qix)

> d (x e [a, 00)) (no additional conditions on p).

(2.5)(b)   The integrable condition.   p(x) = 1   (x € [a, 00)) and   for some

r > 1,  q £ LTia, °c).
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We note first of all that both (2.4) and (2.5) are sufficient to put the differential

expression M  in the limit-point case at oo; for (2.4) see [6] and then [7, §3]; for

(2.5) see Theorem 2 of [8],   (Note that in the integrable condition (2.5) q need

not be bounded below.)   It then follows in both cases that T(a) is selfadjoint in

L2(a, oo); see Naimark [14, §18.3].

It also follows in the singular case that (2.4) or (2.5) is sufficient to ensure

that  T(a) is bounded below in L  (a, oo); for (2.4) see Theorem 1 in §38 in the

book by Glazman [lO], for (2.5) see Theorem 2 and 3 of §27 of the same book,

or an alternative proof in [9].   As in the regular case, if we now define  AQ(a)

to be the smallest number in the spectrum of T(a), we have the inequality

(2-6) (7(a)/, /) > A0(a)(/, /)      (/ e 3)(a)).

We introduce here for use below a notation for the spectrum of a selfadjoint

operator T in L  , where we follow the account in §4 of [4].   The resolvent set

of T is p(T); the spectrum o\T), which is a closed set of the real line  R, is

written as the union of three disjoint sets a(T) - Po\T) U Co(T) U PCa(T), re-

spectively the point, continuous, and point-continuous spectra of T.   Po~(T) is

the set of isolated eigenvalues of T of finite multiplicity, PCcr(T) is the set of

eigenvalues embedded in the continuous spectrum Co(T) or isolated eigenvalues

of infinite multiplicity.   The latter type of eigenvalues cannot occur in the prob-

lems considered here.

It is convenient at this stage to mention the Dirichlet formula.   For the re-

gular case this will take the form, on an integration by parts,

(2.7) $%f'7 + 9/g] = [p/7]* + fba gM[f]       (g£D,f£ A).

In the singular case the corresponding result is more difficult to prove and

depends on the following results which we state as

Lemma 1.   Let p and q satisfy (2.2) and either (2.4) or (2.5); let D and

A be defined as above.    Then

(a) z'rz the bound condition p   f and \q\   f £ L2(a , oo) for all f £ A and

(2.8) lim   P(x)f''(x)g(x) =0       (g £ D, f £ A);
X — oo

(b) z'rz the integrable condition ¡' and \q\   f £ L  (a,°°) for all f in A and

(2.9) lim   /'(x)g~(x)=0       (g£D, f£ A).
X —• oo

The proof of (2.8) will be found in [6] and then in §3 of [7]; it is shown there

that (2.8) holds for all /, g £ A but an examination of the proof shows that it
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extends if this condition is relaxed to / £ A, g £ D. The proof of (2.9) is found

in [9, Theorem 2], again for /, g £ A but the extension to / £ A, g £ D also fol-

lows from the analysis given there.

With these results we may state the Dirichlet formula in the singular case:

(a) in the bound condition

(2.10a)      P°[p/'¡"' + qfgU-p(a)f'(a)g-(a) +   f°°gM[f]      (g £ D, f e A);
Ja Ja

(b) in the integrable condition

(2.10b)        rVi"' + qfg] = - f\a)g(a) +   f°°gM[f]       (g £ D, f £ A).
j a j a

All three separate integrals involved in these formulae are absolutely convergent.

We are now in a position to state the results to be proved in this paper.

Firstly,

Theorem 1 (The regular case).   Let the coefficients p and q satisfy the con-

ditions (2.1) and let the linear manifold D  of L2(a, b) be defined as above.

Then the following inequality is valid:

(2.11) /*[p|/'|2 + ?l/|2]>/x0J*|/|2       (AD),

where the real number p0  is defined by

(2.12) p0= infa(T(n/2, it/2));

that is, ¡in.  is the smallest eigenvalue of the operator  Tin/2, 7J-/2), which is

bounded below in  L  ia, b).

There is equality in (2.11) if and only if for some complex number c we

have / = ctpA where i/f 0 is an eigenfunction of Tin/2, tt/2) corresponding to

Secondly,

Theorem 2 (The singular case).   Let the coefficients p and q satisfy the

conditions (2.2) and (2.4) or (2.5) and let the linear manifold D  of L  (a, °°)  be

defined as above.   Then the following inequalities are valid:

ia)   the bound condition

(2.13) />l/.'|2 + ?l/l2]>Mo/>l2       {t£D)>

(b)   the integrable condition

(2.14) />'l2 + il/|2]>P0/ri/l2       (/eD>.
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where in both cases the real number p0 is defined by p0 = inf a{T(n/2));  that is,

pn  z's the smallest number in the spectrum of the operator T(n/2), which is bound-

ed below in L  (a, oo).

// p0 £ Pa(T(n/2)) u PCo-(T(?t/2)), then there is equality in (2.13) or (2.14)

if, and only if, there is a complex number c such that f = cipQ, where tp0 z's an

eigenfunction for T(n/2) corresponding to pQ.

If p0 £ Co~(T(n/2Y), then there is equality in (2.13) or (2.14) if, and only if,

f is the zero function; however,   the inequality is the best possible in the sense

that there is a sequence  {/ : n = 1, 2, • • .| such that f   £ D, f°°\f |    = 1  (n =

1, 2 , • • •)  and in the bound condition

(2.15) i™ J>|/:i2 + i7|/J2l = Mo
n—-so "

with a corresponding result with p = 1  in the integrable condition.

We now compare Theorems 1 and 2 to the results obtained by Putnam in [15J,

particularly Theorems I and II of that paper.   Both papers deal with an inequality

of the form (2.13).   Putnam requires that p(x) = 1, that q be continuous and

bounded below on [0, oo)t whereas here we do not require q to be bounded below

where p(x) = 1, and when we require  q to be bounded below we allow p to be

any positive, locally absolutely continuous function with a locally square-inte-

grable derivative.

Another significant difference between Putnam's results and those obtained

here lies in the class of functions considered in each case.   Putnam's inequality,

as given in his Theorems I and II is established for the class of functions fiQ

that are continuous, have piecewise continuous derivatives, are square-integrable

on [0, oo)  and vanish at the origin.   Since our Theorem 2 is valid for all f in D

and Í2Q C D, this theorem is more general than Theorem II of [l5L   However, we

do not have a direct extension because the number p0  in (2.13) is replaced by

a larger number A0  in Putnam's version so that his inequality is sharper on the

smaller set  fiQ.   This last remark raises the interesting question as to whether

(2.13) remains true for functions f in D with /(0) = 0 if one replaces p0  by

min [A: A £ o(T(0))\.

We should also remark that there is a more direct comparison between

Theorem I (bis) of Putnam and our Theorem 2.   Here Putnam's result is valid for

a setUaer0 ^)^awn'ch *s strictly contained in our set D  but his lower bound

is connected with the spectrum of T(n/2) as in Theorem 2; however, in this

case Putnam does not give any discussion of cases of equality.

Finally, we observe that it is enough to establish Theorem 1 and 2 for real-
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valued functions in D since the real-valued components of any complex-valued

function in D are themselves in D.   Therefore, we consider only real-valued

functions in D for the remainder of this paper.

3.   An approximation theorem.   Our proof of Theorem 2 requires the following

approximation results.   In view of the remarks at the end of §2, we assume that

all functions in the sequel are real-valued.

Theorem 3.   Suppose that the coefficients p and q satisfy conditions (2.2)

and (2.4) or (2.5).   Given f in D and e > 0, there is a function g  in l>in/2)

having compact support and the property that

j>'A>'i«. A2-/: <G
Joe     2 f °°

aif -)ai&' < e.

We use the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 3.

Lemma 2.   // the coefficients p and q satisfy conditions (2.2) and (2.4) or

(2.5), / is a function in D, and e. > 0, then there is a number X > a with the

property that

(3.1)

and

(3.2)

J>'2<<i.   J>I/2<V    JT'2<A

1/0012/Xkl < A       (X-a)|/(X)|2<V

Proof.   The fact that (3.1) holds for all sufficiently large  X follows from

the assumption that f £ D.   The proof of (3.2) depends on whether (2.4) or (2.5)

holds.   Suppose that (2.4) holds.   Then in view of the inequality (1.1) in question,

there is no loss in generality in assuming that qit) >k>0it £ [a, «>)).   If follows

that there is a sequence  ]x   i,  x   —> °°, with the property that   |/(x )|   )an f —*

0 as  72  —> «o.   If not, there is a number c > a  and a number 772 > 0  such that

|/(x)|    > m/fxq tor all x >c.   Multiplication by q and integration yields

fXc\f(t)\2q(t)dt > mjXc (q(t)/fy^ds^dt = w[logJ*î - log jj^  .

Since  qit) > k > 0, the right-hand side of this last inequality tends to infinity

with x and this is a contradiction of the assumption that f £ D.   Therefore the

desired sequence exists.   Now  /*" q > J^" k = k(xn - a), and  |/(xn)|   /fl" q >

kix   - a)\fix )|2, from which it follows that (x    - a)\fix )\2  -» 0.   It is now clear
n "        72    '     ' 72 "        72    '

that this lemma is valid in case (2.4) holds.
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We now suppose that (2.5) holds, and note that there is a sequence  |x   i,

x   —» oo, with the property that (x   - a)|/(x )|    —» 0, since otherwise there is a

constant c > 0 with  |/(x)|    > c/(x - a), fot all sufficiently large  x, and this is

inconsistent with / £ L   .   It follows from condition (2.5), with r > 1,  1/r + 1/s = 1,

K = (j7l<zf)1/r,that

/:"M<(f/|9r)1A(f/l)lA</<(xn-a)'^<K(xn-a)

for all sufficiently large n.   If r = 1 in (2.5), the inequality

/, ,x J an\q\ < K(xn - a)       (all sufficiently large 72)

is immediate.   After multiplying both sides of (3.3) by  |/(x )|     it is clear that

|/(xn)|2 fan \q\  - 0 and the lemma follows.

Proof of Theorem 3.   For e. > 0 we choose X > a as in Lemma 1, and then

for a positive number 77, we can choose a continuously differentiable function A

with the property that A(a) = 0 = A(X) = A'(a) « A'(X), A(x) = 0  on [X, 00), and

/   \f - A\    < 77.   The existence of A follows from the facts that f £ D and that

the set of continuously differentiable functions vanishing with their derivatives

at a and at X is dense in L  (a, X).   Next we define a function g by

g(x) = - (XA    (x £ [a,X]),
J x

g(x) =0 (x > X).

We make one critical remark at this point.   A direct observation shows that

g £ A since g has a continuous second derivative on  [a, oo)( vanishes outside

[a, X] and p, p'  and q ate all in L  (a, X)  in view of the local integrable-square

condition (2.2) on these coefficients.   It is at this stage that the condition (2.2)

on p  and  q is essential to our argument.   We have not been able to decide if

Theorem 2 remains valid when the condition (2.2) is relaxed to requiring only

that p' and a are locally integrable on [a, 00).

We have g £ A, g' = A, g'(0) = <p(0) = g'(X) = A(X) = 0 = g(X) and

(3-4) j~p\f- g'\2 = Sjlf'-g'l2 + J>'2 < P(X), + e,,

where P(X) = max¡p(x): x 6 [a, X]¡.

Next we note that -(/(a) - g(a)) = - (/(A) - g(X)) + /*/' - g'   and  \f(a) -

g(a)\ < \f(x) - g(X)\ + \f*f' -g'\< \f(X)\ + f* |/' - A\.   Using Cauchy-Schwarz on

the right side we obtain
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\f(a)-g(a)\<\f(X)\ + (X-a)l/2(fXa\f'-<p\2)^2,

and it follows that

(3.5) !/<«> - ¿M2 < 2|/(X)|2 + 2(X - a) (/*!/'- </>|2) .

Moreover, for any x £ [a, X] we have g(x) - /(%) = g(a) - fia) + /   [/A g'],

and  |g(x) - fix) | < \gia) - fia)\ + /*|/' - <¿| < |g(zz) - /(*)| + (X - a)*'fi\f - cp\2)V\

Squaring and using (3-5) we find that

(3-6) |g(x) - /(x)|2 < 4|/(X)|2 + 6(X - a) \*\f' - cp\2,

for all x in [a, X], and an integration yields

fX\g - /I2 < 4(X - zz)|/(X)|2 + 6(X - a)2 fX\f - cp\2.
■Ja Ja

It now follows from Lemma 2 that

(3.7) J"\-/|2<4fl + 6(X-a)277.

Now we multiply both sides of (3-6) by  \q\, integrate, and apply Lemma 2

to obtain

(3.8) fX\q\\g -f\2<4el+ 6r,(X - a)fX\q\.

The plan now is to use (3.4), (3.7), and (3-8) to establish the inequalities

in the conclusion of the theorem.   It will be convenient to use the notation

||i/>||2 = /~|<A|2> ||>A|lx = fXl^l2   for a function  ifj  in  L2(a, oo).   In this notation

we have

|/r/2-j:g2|<iii/ii-i^ii!(n/ii-w)

< uz-«n (ii/n+iigii) - (¡y-s\2+p2)i/2( 11/11+m).

But  ||g|| = ||g||x < ||/||x + \\g - f\\x < 11/11 + \\g - f\\x.   Hence it follows from (3.7)

and Lemma 2 that

(3.9) ifr/2 - j7*2| < [5fi+6(x-«w^m+(4fi+6(x-*>v/2i.

Similarly, it follows from (3.4) and Lemma 2 that

(3.10)     |J>'2 - />' 2| < [P(X)1+ (lV/2[2\\pl/2f\\ + (P(X), + ,j)1/2].
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The last inequality in Theorem 3 involves   q and if (2.5) holds,  q may take

on negative values.   This makes the remaining calculations slightly different from

those used to obtain (3-9) and (3.10).   First we write

01U  |/:*/'-j:«í|-|j>í-*2>i

Next we note that

/iHI/2-^2l=/i^ill/l-lgl|(l/! + |g|)

<(/Îkll/-«l2)1/2(/ïlfKI/Ulfl>2)1/2

<(/>ll/-^l2)1/2(2j>K/2^2))1/2.

But from this last inequality and (3-8) we have

(3.12)

/^kll/2-^l<(4il+6r,(X-a)/^|)'/2[V2(|||a|'/2/||x + |||a|'/2g||x)'/2]

<(4fl + 6r/X-a)/V/2  [vS{2«M1/2/||x+ (*, * 6V(X - a)J*|*|) "2}] .

Then it follows from (3.11), (3.12) and Lemma 2 that

(3.13)

<,s[4<1 + 6,U-«)/>!]1/2[2lW,/%*(*1 + A>«-«)/*l«l)"!3+V

Suppose now that f2 > 0 given .   We can assume that í, < 1 and choose

f, < f2/l0, choose  X as in Lemma 2, and then choose  r¡ such that P(X)r) <

f,, 67;(X - a) f   \q\ < fj, 6(X - a)  7? < fj, and choose  A and g as indicated above.

Then it follows from (3-9) that

|/:/2-/flv|<^2i!/ii+(2],

from (3.10) that

\í:pf,2-í>,2\<^\\Pl/2r\\ + Í2i
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and from (3-13) that

y-jr«2   <V2e2[2||M1/2/|| + f2]+f2V-
The validity of Theorem 3 is now evident from these last thtee inequalities, since

f,  is an arbitrary positive number.

4.   Variational results.   We present in this section some extensions of clas-

sical results from the calculus of variations that will be used in the proof of

Theorem 2.

Lemma 3.   // g  is integrable on a closed interval [a, b] and if for every

absolutely continuous function f with the property that fia) = 0 = fib) we have

f f g = 0, then g(x)  is equal to a constant almost everywhere on  [a, bl.

The proof given in the text by Bliss [2] of the fundamental lemma of the

calculus of variations is easily extended to this lemma.

We introduce the notation

(4.1) /(/, g)= fypg'+fqg],

defined for functions f, g in D,

Theorem 4.   // zz z's locally absolutely continuous on [a, °o) and ]iu, /) = 0

for all functions f with the property that f is locally absolutely continuous,

fia) = 0 and f has compact support on [a, <»), then MVuiix) = 0 for almost every

x £ [a, oo).

Proof.   Choose X > a.   Then /(zz, /) = 0 for all absolutely continuous func-

tions / on [a, X]  for which fia) = 0 = fiX).   Therefore for any such /

0 = fXu'pf'+uqf = fXu'pf+   lf(t)f'aq(s)u(s)ds']   A

-fXa   |V«J>>«M*]  *"/*/•   [Pu'-fju]dt,

and it follows from Lemma 3 that the function v defined by vit) = p(t)u'it) -

/' qu it £ Va, X\) is equal to a constant c  almost everywhere on Va, X\.   Then

u'(t)^-^l + -Lrqu        U£Va,X])
pit)     p(t)Ja

and therefore for every x £ Va, X\  we have

z/(x) = u(a)+- c  fX-dt + \X- (f q(u)u(s)ds ) dt
J « p(t)       J a Pit) Va I
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since  v(t) = c   a.e.  on   [a, X],   Differentiation of both sides of this last equation

and multiplication by p(t) yields  p(t)u'(t) = c + f q(s)u(s)ds, which is equivalent

to M[u] = 0 on [a, X],   But X was any number greater than a and therefore M[u]

- 0 a.e. on [a, oo).

To simplify notation we let /(/) = /(/, /).

Corollary.   // /(/) > 0 for all f in D  and there is a function u in D for which

J(u) = 0, then M[u] = 0 a.e. on [a, oo).

Proof.   Choose a function f in D  and for each real number a let /  = zz + a/.

Then fa£ D and

°<Wa> = J(u)+2aJ(u, a) + a2j(f) = 2a/(«, /) + a2](f).

This inequality can hold for all real a only if j(u, f) = 0, and this fact and Theo-

rem 4 imply that  M[zz] = 0  a.e. on  [a, oo).

We note that the conclusion of the corollary can be obtained under weaker

hypotheses, but the corollary as stated is adequate for our purposes.

5.   Proof of Theorem 2.   We first show that the inequality (1.1) is valid in

ÍX77/2), and we use Theorem 3 to extend (1.1) to all of D.   To obtain conditions

for equality in (1.1) we shall appeal to Theorem 4 and its corollary.

For / in 3W2),

í>r2 + añ-í:íM[f]>_p0p2,

since  7(77/2)  is bounded below; that is, (7(77/2)/, /) > p Q(f, f) (f £ %r/2)).

We are ready to prove that (1.1) holds in D. If not, there is a function /

in D and a number 5 > 0 such that /~[p/'2 + qf2] - p0i^f2 = - & Then we

choose  i < miníS/3, |p0|S/3l and choose  g  in J)(rr/2)  as in Theorem 3.   Then

/>«'2 + <*-r<0>«2}

<=|/>'2-/>'2l+l/v-Lv|+k/:/2-Mo/av|-5
< 8 - 8 = 0.

But we have already established that (1.1) holds on JX77/2).   This contradiction

implies that (1.1) also holds on D.

To show that the inequality obtained is best possible, and to consider the

case of equality we consider separately the situation when (a)  pn e Po-(T(tt/2))

U PGr(7(77/2)) and (b)   p0 £ C(T(n/2)).

When (a) holds, that is, p0 e Pa(T(n/2)) U PCa(T(n/2)), then it is clear from

(2.10) and (2.11) that equality in (1.1) holds when / = cip Q.   Conversely, if / is
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a function in D  for which equality holds in (1.1), then a direct application of the

corollary of Theorem 4, with q replaced by q - p0 in (4.1) and (1.3), yields the

conclusion that   -ipf)  + qf = p,J.   We have already noted that this differential

equation is in the limit point case, and therefore any L     solution must be a multi-

ple of i/fg.   But by definition of D, f is in L  ia, &>) and therefore / is a constant

multiple of \fi 0.

We consider now the case when (b) holds; i.e. p0 £ CoiTin/2)).   To show that

p0 is the best possible constant it is sufficient to show that (2.15) is satisfied.

From the analysis in §14.9 of Naimark [14], we obtain the existence of a sequence

\fn: n = 1, 2, • • •! satisfying the conditions that fn £ §iTin/2)), /~|/|2 = 1   in =

1, 2, • • •), and Tin/2)f   - prj   —• 0 in L    as 72 —» 00.   This last condition implies

that (7(77/2)/   - p0f , f ) —► 0  from which it is clear that this sequence satisfies

(2.15).

To show that equality can occur only when / is the zero function, suppose

to the contrary that there is an / / 0 for which equality holds in (2.13).   Then it

follows from the corollary to Theorem 4, again with q replaced by q - p in (4.1)

and (1.3), that /eA and (M - pQ)Vf] = 0 on Va, °o).   An application of the Dirichlet

formula (2.10a) or (2.10b) shows that fia)f'ia) = 0.   Since p0 £ CoiTin/2)), pQ is

not an eigenvalue of Tin/2) and therefore f'ia) / 0,   Therefore fia) = 0 and p0

is an eigenvalue of 7"(0).   To show that this is impossible we invoke the connec-

tion between the spectrum of the operators  T(0), Tin/2) and the analytic proper-

ties of the Weyl 7?z-coefficients  m(A, 0) and 7tz(A, 77/2), where A is the complex

spectral parameter in (1.2); for a discussion of this connection see [4, §5] and

[17, Chapters II and III],   Since  p.Q = inf \aiTin/2))\  it follows that mi-,n/2)  is

regular for p = re (A) < p0, and in particular on i-°°, p0).   From an application of

the Dirichlet formula (2.10a) or (2.10b) to the solution ip = 6 + mi-,n/2)cp oí

(1.2) introduced in [4, §2]  we obtain

(5.1) /r[^'2+?,A2-'io^2]-(ri-^o)/r|/'2='"('i'77/2) ipei-°°> no)]-

Now since tfj £ A, we may apply inequality (2.13), or (2.14) to prove that the first

term on the left-hand side of equation (5.1) is nonnegative; since p < p0 and z/z

is not null, it follows that

(5.2) mip, A2) > 0,       p £ i- «=, p0).

Also from [4, §10] or [17, §3-9] it is known that

(5.3) mip,0)mip,n/2) = -l,        p £ i- °°, pQ).

Since our assumption about / implies that p0 £ Po(T(0)) U PCff(T(0)), the

results given in the theorem in § 5 of [4] show that there is a positive number s
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such that ivm(p0 + iv, 0) = - s + o(l) as v —» 0  .   We now apply to the analytic

function (A - p^m(X, 0)  the analysis used to prove Theorem 2 of [7, §15] to

show that  (p - pQ)m(p, 0) = - s + o(l)  as p _» pg.   This last result is a contra-

diction of (5.2) and (5-3) since  s  is positive, and thus the assumption that p0 £

Po(T(0)) U PCcKT(O))  is not tenable.   This in turn implies that it is not possible

for equality to hold in (2.13) or (2.14) for nonnull /, when p0 £ Co(T(n/2)).

6.   Remarks About Theorem 1.   In the regular case we have, for any / in

SW2,  77/2),

JV2 + qf2) = pff\ba + jbJM[f] = (7(77/2, tz/2)/, /)

> r<o</./> « Mo/'/2

because the operator 7(77/2, n/2)  is bounded below.   As noted in the introduction,

the boundedness of the operator follows from results in the book by Glazman [7],

To extend this inequality to D  we require the following analogue of Theo-

rem 3.

Lemma 4.   Suppose that the coefficients p  and q satisfy the conditions

(2.1).   Tie« given a function f in D and ( > 0, there exists a function g  in

ÎW2, 77/2) for which

j>"-j>i«. |/.v-/.vi<- rs-s:~hn    2
Ig <  t.

Proof.   For a given positive number r¡ we can choose a continuously dif-

ferentiable function A with the property that A(a) = 0 = A(b) and / |/' - A\    < r).

For example, take

N

A  (x) = yfnjï sin [tz(x - a)n/(b - a)]      and     A =  £ a„^„-
n n=\

Then define g by g(x) = f(a) + f^A(t)dt.   From this point the proof goes like the

proof of Theorem 3, with obvious simplifications.

Lemma 4 is used to extend the inequality (1.1) to  D  in the same way Theo-

rem 3 was used in the singular case.

We turn now to the case of equality.   First, it is clear that equality holds

in (1.1) for /= aip      Conversely, if / is a function in D tot which equality

holds in (1.1), then it follows from classical results that  M[f] = p^f, since this

equation is the Euler equation for the functional in (1.1).   (See Chapter V of the

text by Reid [l6].)   A minimizing function fot (1.1) must also satisfy the classi-

cal transversality conditions of the calculus of variations, which in this case

are / (a) = 0, / (b) = 0.   (For a discussion of these conditions see the text by

Akhiezer [l].)   It follows that / is a multiple of tp  ,
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As a consequence of Theorem 1, we are able to show that pQ is less than the

smallest eigenvalue of either of the operators  T(0, 77/2), Tin/2, 0) or 7(0, 0).   We

denote these eigenvalues, respectively, by A., A2, and A,, and we denote the cor-

responding normalized eigenfunctions by \f>.,\f¡2, and A.   Since yj. £ D, i =

1, 2, 3, it is clear that p0 < k. because otherwise we would have fbVpyJ'2 + qyj2]

= A. < ¡i0, which is impossible according to Theorem 1.   Moreover, if p. = A   for any

i £ il, 2, 3|, then ifi. would be a minimizing function for (1.1) and it follows that

xfj'ia) = 0 = xfj'.ib).   But by definition of if/., yj {a) = 0, or \fi lb) = 0 and therefore

yj ix) = 0 (x € Va, b]), which contradicts the assumption that /A = 1.

The fact that p0 < A.  leads us to the interesting observation that is it not

possible to approximate functions in D with functions in 3) = ©(0, 77/2) U

M77/2, 0) U J)(0, 0) in the sense of Lemma 4.   Indeed, if Lemma 4 were true with

ÎW2, 77/2) replaced by $(0, 77/2), $(77/2, 0) or 2(0, 0), then the argument used

in the proof of Theorem 1 would yield the result that for some i in {1,2, 3Î

J>'!*^Ay>AV
for all / in D, which is known to be false by Theorem 1.

We summarize these results in

Theorem 5.   // the hypotheses of Theorem 1  hold and if i £ (l, 2, 3Î. then

p.0 < A..   Moreover, for each function f in D there is an e > 0 such that at least

one of the following inequalities holds:

Ijx-jva i/y-j.
or

ILV-jV|><J a Ja      I

for all g£§ = £(0, Tt/2) U $(77/2, 0) U 3X0, 0).

Note.   There is a similar result to the second part of Theotem 5 in the sin-

gular case.   If it is known that

p0 = infio-(7(1/2 77))! < infia(7(0))S

then the set S(0) cannot be dense in D  in the sense of Theorem 3.

7. Examples. In this section we consider two applications of the results

given in Theorem 2; the first from the bound condition and the second from the

integrable condition.

Let a = 1 and for 7 £ [O, 00),

pix) = xMx £ [1, 00)),     qix) = 0 (x £ [1, co)).

b     2l
1g     >f>
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In this case the spectrum of the differential operators  7(a) may be found

directly from properties of the solutions of the differential equation

(7.1) -(xry')' = Ay    on [l,oo).

Solutions of (7.1) may be obtained explicitly in terms of Bessel functions of order

v = ±|(r- 1X7- 2) ~   I   when  r / 2, and when z= 2  in terms of elementary func-

tions; see, for example, [7 §17, Example 2].   These results enable us to deter-

mine the spectrum as follows (see also [lO, §34]):

(i)   When 0 < r < 2

Pa(T(n/2)) = PCct(7(t7/2)) = 0,       Cct(7(t7/2)) = [O, 00);

i.e. p0 = 0.

(ii)   When T = 2

Pa(7(77/2)) = PCa(7(rz/2)) = 0 ,      Cff(7(7z/2)) = U, «);

i.e. p0 = lA.

(Hi)   When  2 < 7 < 00

Co-(7(t7/2))= PCa(7(7z/2)) = 0,      Po-(T(»t/2)) « {p,: /= 0, l.-.-l

where % < p n < px < • • ••

In this case

D = \f £ L2(l, ~): / e AClo(.[l, «*») and xr/2/' e L2(l, »)}

and we have the following inequalities, all best possible in the sense of Theorem 2:

(i)  When 0 < 7 < 2, ftx'f2 > 0 (/ e D, j™f2 = 1).

(ii)    When  7 = 2,  J7*2/' 2 > %  (f £ D,   f~f2 = l).

(iii)   When  2 < 7 < 00, f°fxTf'2 > pQ> Y4 (f e D, f~t2 = 1), with equality in

(iii) if and only if /  is a multiple of the eigenfunction of (7.1) corresponding to

p0 tot /'(1)=0.

Let a = 0 and

(2)
p(x) = 1   (x £ [O, 00)),    for some r f [l, »),  q £ Lr(0, «.).

In this case we can obtain a lower bound for inf\a{T(n/2))\ from an extension

of the analysis given in the proof of the Theorem of §7 in [8].   The method used

in [8] to obtain a lower bound for the spectrum of  7(0)  may be extended to prove

the same bound for 7(77/2) and so gives the following result

p0 = inf!a(7(zr/2))!>-(2r-l)2-(2r-2)/(2r-1>r-2r/(2r-1)/r|a|'y/(2r-1).

If we substitute this result in (2.14) then we obtain an inequality for / £ D  in

which only q  appears explicitly.   Two examples are

(i)   if q £ L(0, 00)  then
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J>!^-(J>i)77 vox

(ii)   if q £ L2(0, oo)  then

J>'WJ>-f    (J>I')<"J>      </«!»
where in both examples

D = 1/ £ L2: f £ ACloc[0, oo), /' £ L2(0, oo),  \q\! /2/ e L2(0, «)}.

These two examples should be seen in the case when a takes negative

values in [0, oo) or even when q  is unbounded below.   In both examples we have

Cff(r(ff/2)) U PCa(7(z7/2)) = [0, oo),       Pa(7(zz/2)) C (- oo, 0)

and Pa may be empty but can be infinite with a limit point at 0; if Pct/ 0 then

p0 < 0 and will be the smallest (isolated) eigenvalue of 7(zr/2). For the proper-

ties of 0(7(77/2)) in these examples see [8, §l] or [lO, Chapter 2],
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